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R: We have good intentions for coming to this party, 
But we are idiots to think that these people…  
that want to kill us,  
will see it the same way 
 
M: Why are you backing out now? You six piece chicken mcnobody. 
 
R:Well I read something interesting on the internet earlier. 
 
M: Well so did I! 
 
R: Oh what did you hear? 
 
M: That conspirators are as faulty as their theories. 
 
R: Faulty? We doubt the things we’ve been taught, to realise new truths about our world. After 
all, round earth was a wild claim at one point. 
 
Oh, then I see the CIA has been around you 
They influence our minds and decisions till our free will is what they wish it to be. 
 
They watch us through hidden cameras no bigger than the diamond 
 on the ring on your mother’s ring finger 
 
And with the teams of mislead men, they manipulate the media 
The media tells us what we know, and influences how we feel about it all.  
 
 
The very man who created smartphones wouldn't let his on kids have them, 
And then he created formulas and algorithms to make them appealing to kids! 
 
The same algorithms that we create to make our lives easier 
Are the ones that run the machines that take our jobs 
 
And with these numbers they dangle distractions over our noses 
Through their feeds, and adds, and endless accounts 
Endless personalized escape pods at our fingertips 
For lovers and loners, love island 
And they dream of the love they would find there 
And in front of greedy eyes, they flash jackpots and labels 
 



And in the ears of powerful people they whisper that global warming is a hoax. 
There is no shame of being inactive with your billions, as australia burns to a crisp. 
Weather is unpredictable, natural disastorsare occur natio 
And in front of the pervert’s glaring eyes is temptation, 
 
The drones that document our movements 
The virus prevent us, which make us sicker 
A vaccine which infects my child’s body 
Its just an excuse for the government to say they’re doing all they can 
Our children subject to all these influences 
Our children being taught of dinosaurs,  
Imaginary creatures created for tourism, and income alone 
Our children being taught to murder, and fight each other 
All in the form of games 
Games which stimulate dopamine, and brainwash us all 
These are the devilish, corporate minds 
Which run our minds, what’s good, bad, right,wrong, normal 
All subject to what they want 
Then when the population gets out of control, 
 too many minds doing what they don’t want, 
They spread the corona virus to keep us scared, unpopulated, and dependant on their useless 
medicine.This is the machine that dictates how we live, eat, sleap, breathe, and everything in 
between  
This is the machine. 
 
Romeo; chill, chill mercutio!  
You’re not making any sense anymore, you’re talking of nothing! 
 
Mercutio; true, i talk of conspiracies 
Which are made by idle and desperate minds 
Made of nothing but hopes, and fantasies 
As insubstantial as popcorn 
But somehow, you always want more. 
Theories as irregular as the weather in vancouver 
Who hails in a summer’s drought, quickly followed by a quick blizzard, and a rainbow 
Washing all our stuff away in the floods, and our right minds along with it. 
 
Benvolio; the weather may wash you away, but you’ve washed away our time.  
We would have been early, but now i think your beloved popcorn will be eaten by the time we 
get there. 
 
Romo; Or… we could just not go at all, 
I can’t help feel like something’s wrong 



Like an anxious churning in my stomach 
As if the world’s trying to tell us something 
Maybe the stars are so bright for a purpose 
Like fate is sending a message from the heavens 
‘Romeo! Don't go to the party, you’ll regret it’ 
But, i don't really have a good reason to be worried 
What’s meant to be will be, fate will have its way no matter what 
Might as well enjoy a few parties along the way! 
Besides, i'll be close to Rosaline, and that’s as close to heaven as anything 
Alright, cummon guys. 
 
Alex Jones voice 


